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A Portable Ultra-Wideband Confocal Raman Spectroscopy System 

with Handheld Probe for Skin Studies  

Ruochong Zhang,# Renzhe Bi,# Chris Ho Jun Hui, Poongkulali Rajarahm, U.S. Dinish, Malini Olivo*  

ABSTRACT: Confocal Raman spectroscopy (CRS) has shown 

potential in non-invasive skin analysis. However, current CRS sys-

tems have various limitations including narrow detection band, 

large size, non-flexibility, slowness and complexity, which hinder 

its clinical applications. Herein, we developed a portable ultra-

wideband CRS system with a fiber-based handheld probe to acquire 

Raman spectra in both fingerprint and high wavenumber regions in 

a fast and quasi-simultaneous way. Dual-wavelength excitation 

with dual-passband laser cleaning filter and high-speed fiber array 

multiplexer were adopted instead of specialized grating and detec-

tor to achieve instant switching between the detection regions and 

improve the system robustness. Preliminary in vivo results demon-

strated its depth profiling capability in ultra-wide detection range 

for stratum corneum thickness, natural moisturizing factor and wa-

ter content quantification, indicating its great potential in wide 

range of clinical and cosmeceutical applications. 

Keywords: Raman, fiber optics, dual-wavelength, fingerprint re-

gion, high-wavenumber region, in vivo, skin 

STRATUM corneum (SC) is the outermost layer of skin and 

acts as a protective and active barrier to external environment. It is 

important to understand SC’s compositions, functions and varia-

tions for skin diagnosis and management. Current ex vivo tape strip-

ping method for SC collection and skin biophysical analysis is in-

vasive, time-consuming and complex. Hence, there is strong unmet 

need to develop in vivo and non-invasive technique for skin study, 

especially in molecular level. Among various optical techniques in-

cluding fluorescence1, infrared spectroscopy2, optical coherence to-

mography3, photoacoustic imaging4 and etc5, Raman spectroscopy 

is one of the most powerful tools for biological tissue analysis ow-

ing to its excellent specificity, non-destructiveness and rapid acqui-

sition6. Molecules excited by certain wavelength laser will lead to 

inelastic photon scattering and generate characteristic Raman shift 

immediately, depending on their unique functional groups. With 

advanced spectral unmixing analysis, Raman spectroscopy can dif-

ferentiate and quantify individual component in a highly specific 

and label-free manner. There are different mechanisms and system 

configurations of Raman spectroscopy, making it suitable for mac-

roscopic and microscopic applications, either in vitro or in vivo 
7,8,9,10,11,12. More than 25 variants of Raman spectroscopy have been 

developed including spontaneous Raman spectroscopy (SRS), co-

herent Raman spectroscopy (CoRS), surface enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (SERS) and etc13. For example, Li Gong and co-

workers reported coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) 

microscopy which broke diffraction limit and achieved label-free 

super-resolution imaging8. Liao et al overcame the nonlinear ef-

fects induced in fibres by a temporal separation and developed 

handheld background-free stimulated Raman scattering micros-

copy9.  

Among various system configurations, confocal Raman spec-

troscopy (CRS) has the merits of depth profiling and stray light 

suppression outside focal plane, making it suitable for quantitative 

skin component characterization in different dermal layers. It can 

also be made handheld and combined with confocal reflectance mi-

croscopy7. To penetrate deeper into the skin and suppress autofluo-

rescence, longer wavelength within near-infrared (NIR) region is 

often selected as excitation source. Widely used back-illuminated 

silicon charge-coupled device (CCD) has low dark noise and high 

quantum efficiency (QE), but its most sensitive detection band-

width is limited to 200 - 1100 nm. Thus, vast majority of Raman 

spectroscopy uses single wavelength like 785 nm and focuses on 

fingerprint (FP) region from 450 to 1750 cm-1, which covers Raman 

signatures of many skin components including natural moisturizing 

factor (NMF), ceramide, uranic acid and etc. However, the high 

wavenumber (HW) region (2800 – 3800 cm-1) containing promi-

nent Raman peaks of water and methyl groups is also critical in 

tissue hydration14 and melanoma analysis15. Therefore, it is critical 

to obtain both FP and HW spectra for skin research. Several previ-

ous works have achieved simultaneous FP and HW detection by 

adopting InGaAs detector with active region of 900 – 1700 cm-1 or 

customized gratings with ~80% efficiency at 800-1200nm10,16. 

However, several limitations including complexity, high cost, low 

spectral resolution and poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) hinder 

their clinical applications. Laura E. et al17 and RiverD gen2-SCA14, 

the commercial Raman spectrometer, adopted dual-wavelength ex-

citation to cover both FP and HW regions with simple setup. Nev-

ertheless, the former is not confocal and the latter is neither flexible 

nor simultaneous FP-HW switching. Herein, we developed the first 

of its kind portable dual-wavelength CRS with a fiber-optics based 

handheld probe which provides depth profiling capability and easy 

access to various measurement sites in human body. Moreover, it 

realizes quasi-simultaneous FP-HW measurement covering both 

450 -1750cm-1 and 2800-3800 cm-1 in a fast and cost-effective way 

by adopting a novel dual-passband filter and a fiber switch, making 

it suitable for various clinical applications. 

 

METHODS 

System Design. There are two main technical challenges for 

implementing a fiber-based dual-wavelength CRS: elimination of 

the autofluorescence induced by both excitation lasers and fast 

switching between the two wavelengths. The fiber-induced auto-

fluorescence is highly interfering to Raman signals. Conventional 

laser clean-up filters only transmit one narrow band light source at 

a certain wavelength, which are not suitable for dual-wavelength 

Raman systems, as mentioned before. To solve this issue, a novel 

dual-passband laser cleaning filter (DPLCF) was developed in col-

laboration with Chroma Technology, to allow both 671 nm and 785 

nm pass through while rejecting extraneous wavelengths. Its trans-

mission bands are centered at 671 nm and 785 nm respectively with 

a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5 nm. The peak trans-

mission efficiency is around 92%, as shown in Fig.1. In addition, 

commercial CRS system only acquires one single region, either FP 

or HW, in one depth profiling scanning. To cover both regions, us-

ers will need to change the excitation wavelength setting in the soft-

ware and repeat the measurement again. This increases total acqui-

sition time and may cause depth mismatch between FP and HW 

regions during the two separate scannings, due to movement. To 

address this problem and shorten the total measurement time, we 

adopted a fast 2-to-1 fiber array multiplexing module (FAMM, Le-

oni) to switch between 671 nm and 785 nm within 3 ms. The max-

imum switching frequency is 30Hz with >65% transmission effi-

ciency. Being superior to commercial CRS, our setup enables fast 

switching between 671 nm and 785 nm excitations at each depth to 
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realize quasi-simultaneous acquisition and eliminate depth mis-

match between FP and HW Raman signals. Additionally, it reduces 

motion artefact, mitigates patients’ discomfort and improves clini-

cal practicality. The overall schematic of developed CRS is shown 

in Fig. 1. 671 nm and 785 nm CW lasers were fed into FAMM and 

shot alternatively. The output from single-mode fiber (SMF) was 

collimated (0.25NA) and filtered by the customized DPLCF. The 

filtered excitation source was then reflected down by a dichroic 

mirror and focused on sample by a microscope objective. The final 

output powers of 671nm and 785nm lasers are 3mW and 17mW, 

respectively, well within safety limit. Scattered photons were fil-

tered by a notch filter to reject Rayleigh scattering and collected by 

a multimode fiber (MMF), which is connected to a silicon-based 

spectrometer (Kymera 193i with iDus 416, Andor Technology). 

Depth profiling was realized by the motor-driven objective to move 

focal point up and down. All the lightweight lenses were enclosed 

in a handheld probe while other components were mounted on a 

clinical grade wheel trolley as backend. A personal computer (PC) 

was used to display graphical user interface (GUI), control hard-

ware and process data.  

Optical Performance Characterization. In clinical application, it 

is critical to obtain data in good quality with fast acquisition to min-

imize patients’ movement and discomfort. Considering this, short 

integration time is preferred while maintaining good SNR. How-

ever, it is known that in fiber optics, there is a trade-off between 

axial resolution and SNR, which are largely determined by the se-

lected optical components. In order to optimize SNR while main-

taining depth profiling capability in fiber-based confocal setup, we 

investigated three objectives (40x 0.75NA, 60x 0.85NA and 60x 

1NA) in combination with four different fibers (200µm 0.39NA, 

105µm 0.22NA, 50µm 0.22NA and 25µm 0.1NA) adopted in CRS. 

The axial resolution of CRS is characterized by measuring the 

highly transparent and flat acrylic slice’s Raman peak intensity 

around 3040 cm-1, as the motor translates the focal point from air 

into acrylic. Then, take first derivative of the obtained edge spread 

function and fit it with Gaussian profile to extract FWHM as axial 

resolution. Then, SNR in dB was measured on a silicon chip and 

defined as the ratio between its 520 cm-1 peak and standard devia-

tion of 750 – 850 cm-1 band without any Raman signatures. The 

integration time was fixed at 0.35s throughout the experiment.  

In Vivo Skin Measurement with Tape Stripping and Hydra-

tion. To demonstrate the capability of developed handheld CRS for 

in vivo skin analysis with depth profile, we investigated the varia-

tion of SC thickness and NMF content during tape stripping, and 

water content changes before and after hydration. Preliminary tape 

stripping experiment was conducted on a 30-year-old healthy male 

volunteer’s volar forearm (2cm x 2cm region was marked) with in-

formed consent, in conjunction with CRS measurement to investi-

gate mechanical and compositional SC variation under physical 

disruption. To verify the result, transepidermal water loss (TEWL) 

was used to correlate with obtained Raman data in this study, as it 

was found to be closely related to skin barrier function and in-

versely proportional to SC thickness18,19. A commercial TEWL de-

vice (VapoMeter, Delfin) was used to record evaporation rate value 

in g/m²h, followed by CRS measurement. The integration time for 

each wavelength was 5s at each depth. Total number of steps was 

set to be 10 with a step size of 5 µm, starting from a position slightly 

above skin surface. During measurement, the subject’s forearm 

comfortably rested on the desk and the handheld probe was placed 

on the forearm vertically, as shown in Fig. 1(c) (lower image). 

Thanks to the T-shape design, the user was able to easily hold the 

probe in a position without much effort. It took around 2 minutes 

to complete one scanning in all depths with both excitation wave-

lengths. No obvious motion artefact was noticed during the meas-

urement. Initial Raman spectra and TEWL value of marked area on 

volar forearm were recorded as baseline. Then, an adhesive tape 

was applied and pressed for 5 seconds to ensure good adhesion be-

fore quick removal. After 3 consecutive stripping, both TEWL and 

Raman measurements were conducted and repeated for 3 times to 

obtain mean value and standard deviation. The whole procedure 

was carried out for 3 rounds and the obtained 3 data sets were 

named as pre-tape stripping and tape stripping 1 -3, respectively.  

Then, hydration experiment was also conducted on volunteer’s 

volar forearm. A 2cm x 2cm water-soaked cotton pad was put on 

the intact area for 30 minutes.  The Raman spectra were recorded 

before and immediately after hydration for post processing. The ac-

quisition setting was kept the same as the previous experiment. 

Data Processing. The intrinsic fluorescence noise rising from 

biological tissues is one of the most prominent interferences for in 

vivo Raman measurement, which can be several orders of magni-

Figure 1. (a) Schematic and (b) photograph of the prototype. (c) Examples of application scenario. FAMM: fiber array multiplexing 

module; DPLCF: dual-passband laser cleansing filter; CM: collimator; NF: notch filter; DM: dichroic mirror; MMF: multimode fiber; 

SMF: single mode fiber. Inset: transmission curve of DPBF. 
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tude stronger than Raman signals even using long wavelength ex-

citation. Fortunately, fluorescence background is usually broad-

band and very different from sharp Raman peaks. Hence, polyno-

mial curve-fitting is widely used to mitigate this problem. We em-

ployed the background subtraction method described in literature20, 

where the fitted value was compared to original value pixel-wisely 

and reassigned to original value if it is higher than original pixel 

value. 6th order polynomial was used for automated fittings in FP 

region. While for HW region, 3rd order polynomial was selected to 

avoid over-subtraction of broadband water peak around 3350 – 

3550 cm-1. 40 iterations were applied and the spectra are presented 

in Results and Discussion. 

To obtain depth profiles of essential SC components, FP Ra-

man spectra were unmixed by non-negative least square (nnls) fit-

ting in Python to solve the following equation at each depth: 

                                        (1) 

A is a s × m spectra library matrix where s is length of single spec-

trum and m is number of components. y (s × 1) represents for the 

measured Raman spectra at a certain depth. x (m × 1) is the obtained 

non-negative coefficients of each component at this depth.  The SC 

components library was established by measuring each pure com-

ponent’s Raman spectrum and scale it to unit norm before unmix-

ing. Note that the pure components spectra must be noise-free to 

ensure the effectiveness of unmixing. Major compositions of SC 

like keratin, NMF, ceramide, lactic acid, urea, urocanic acid and 

cholesterol as well as system residuals caused by optics were in-

cluded in the library spectra. The fitted spectrum was calculated as 

the sum of each component’s contribution, i.e., individual compo-

nent spectrum multiplied by corresponding component coefficient. 

The results are discussed in next section. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 2(a) shows an example of the axial resolution characteri-

zation. The measured results with different optical collection fibers 

and objectives are summarized in Fig. 2(b). Then, SNR in dB was 

plotted in Fig. 2(c) with 0.35s integration time.  

Overall, the objective with largest NA and magnification pro-

duced the best axial resolution and SNR, as expected. Higher val-

ues of NA accept more oblique rays to enter the front lens, which 

produces a view with higher clarity and stronger axial blading ca-

pability. Using the same 60x 1NA objective, the smallest core-size 

fiber (25µm 0.1NA) provides the highest axial resolution at 

10.64µm but the poorest SNR at 66.33dB, among all the tested fi-

bers. The 50µm fiber with 0.22NA increases the SNR to 67.43dB 

but at the cost of degrading the axial resolution to 15.04µm. The 

enhancement in SNR is 13.5% and the loss in axial resolution is 

41.35%. Selection of fiber sizes may depend on different applica-

tion scenarios. If the axial resolution is primary requirement and 

the target signal is relatively strong, it is reasonable to sacrifice 

SNR for better depth profile. If the Raman signal is weak, fiber with 

larger core will be needed to ensure information can be well cap-

tured. In this study, the 25µm fiber and 60x 1NA objective were 

employed considering the axial resolution.  

The raw Raman spectra and polynomial fittings are shown in 

Fig. 3 (a) and (b). To verify the background removal method, we 

compared fluorescence-subtracted FP and HW regions spectra with 

those obtained from commercial CRS RiverD, which were plotted 

in Fig. 3 (c) and (d), respectively. It can be seen that FP and HW 

spectra are well coincident, indicating the effectiveness of the back-

ground removal method. 

Skin surface was determined using Amide I band around 

1650cm-1 21,22. The AUC values were firstly interpolated to have 

0.1µm incremental depth. Then the closest location of half maxi-

mum intensity was selected as skin surface. The depth was then 

adjusted based on this selected point. To define the boundary be-

tween SC and stratum granulosum (SG), i.e. endpoint of SC,  water 

profile was evaluated according to many previous works, which are 

based on AUC ratio between water peak (3350 – 3550 cm-1 ) and 

keratin peak (2910 – 2965 cm-1) generated from SC proteins 
14,21,23,24,25. According to literature, water content change in SC ap-

pears more dramatic than in SG. Hence, there is a steep rise in water 

profile followed by a plateau. In this study, we estimated the SC-

SG boundary by measuring the point where water profile gradient 

decreases to 0.5, as reported before25. Water content was calculated 

from water-protein ratio (I3350-3550/I2910-2965)14 and interpolated. Af-

ter skin surface was determined and depth was adjusted, normal-

ized gradient of water content curve was taken and the depth where 

gradient reaches 0.5 was served as endpoint of SC, as illustrated in 

Fig. 3(e). The relative depth of SC endpoint was taken as SC thick-

ness since skin surface has been set to 0. Although the axial reso-

lution is limited to 10µm, SC thickness can be estimated in a finer 

precision by fitting and interpolating the obtained curves24,25. Un-

der normal condition, the thickness of SC in volar forearm is re-

ported to be around 20µm22. Fig. 3(f) shows an example of original 

and fitted spectra which are well coincident.  The calculated fit co-

efficients of each component were normalized by the keratin fit co-

efficient at the corresponding depth. This internal normalization 

corrected Raman signal intensity fluctuation at different depths14. 

Note that normalized coefficients for skin components are used to 

0 2
argmin  x Ax y

Figure 2. (a) Representative axial resolution characterization. Summary and comparison of (b) axial resolution and (c) 

SNR versus 4 different collection fiber sizes in combination with 3 different objectives. 
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represent relative content in this study, instead of absolute concen-

tration. Herein, we mainly look at relative NMF change caused by 

tape stripping, since NMF is a group of essential compounds to 

keep skin hydration, maintain elasticity and prevent infection, 

which exclusively exists in SC26. It appears to be one of the most 

widely studied and best indicators of SC variation in response to 

perturbation. Both SC thickness and NMF content were correlated 

to TEWL values in tape stripping experiment. 

Fig. 4 shows the fluorescence-subtracted skin spectra before, 

during and after tape stripping using the same scale, where depth 0 

to 5 represents various measurement depths. Although 10 spectra 

at different depths were acquired at the same location on volun-

teer’s volar forearm, the most informative 5 spectra are shown here 

Figure 3. Fluorescence background removal. (a) FP region 6th order automated polynomial fitting to the raw skin spectrum. (b) HW 

region 3rd order polynomial fitting to the raw skin spectrum. (c) FP and (d) HW spectra after subtractions of the fluorescence background. 

(e) Illustration of how SC-SG boundary was determined by water content. Dashed grey line: depth where gradient =0.5. (f) Comparison 

between the original spectrum and the fitted spectrum. 

Figure 4. Fluorescence-subtracted Raman spectra from volunteer’s volar forearm before and after 3 rounds of tape stripping.  

Depth 0-5 represents for the range of measurement depths with a step size of 5 µm. (a)-(d) represent for pre-tape stripping and 

round 1-3 of tape stripping, respectively.  
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corresponding to 25µm depth. FP region (450–1750 cm-1) and HW 

region (2800–3800 cm-1) spectra were obtained quasi-simultane-

ously so that the depth can be well matched. Major characteristic 

Raman bands in FP region can be clearly seen from the spectra in-

cluding Amide I band (1600 – 1700 cm-1), protein and lipid band 

related to CH2 bending (1400 – 1500 cm-1), Amide III band (1200 

– 1350 cm-1) and v(C-C) vibrational bands falling in 800 – 1050 

cm-1. In HW region, as the most prominent and informative to be 

used for water content analysis, 2910 – 2965 cm-1 CH3 band due to 

keratin and 3350-3550 cm-1 OH band generated from water are also 

well captured. Mechanical disruption alters the composition and 

structure of skin barrier. These Raman bands gradually vanish with 

sequential tape stripping, reflecting removal of SC layer. 

SC thickness was determined by HW region water-protein ratio 

after each round of tape stripping, as mentioned previously. The 

corresponding NMF content at each depth can be also obtained af-

ter unmixing of Raman spectra in FP region. NMF curve was inter-

polated to have 0.1µm incremental depth as described before and 

the total NMF content was calculated as the sum of NMF in SC 

layer, i.e., starting from skin surface and ending at SC lower bound-

ary. SC acts as a Fickian membrane to control water diffusion27. 

Part of passively diffused water from inner skin layers can be sealed 

within SC while the remaining evaporates from skin surface, which 

is referred as TEWL. TEWL is the common clinical practice to 

evaluate skin barrier condition. Fig.5(a) shows that both SC thick-

ness and total NMF are inversely proportional to TEWL values, as 

expected.  It is because that impairment or removal of SC layer will 

lead to increasing in skin permeability and loss of water sealing 

capability, which therefore results in higher evaporation rate. Apart 

from the structural change, NMF which is the key component help-

ing to maintain hydration of SC, was also significantly reduced 

along with SC layer removal by tape stripping, in accordance with 

literature28. After 3 consecutive tape stripping, SC thickness re-

duced from ~ 17.5µm to ~6.6µm and total NMF decreased ~93.8%. 

By linear regression, the coefficient of determination R2 is 0.9983 

for SC thickness and 0.9987 for total NMF. The mean-squared er-

rors (MSE) are 0.0262 and 0.0059 respectively, indicating excellent 

linear correlation with TEWL. 

Fig. 5(b) is the obtained water content from volunteer’s volar 

forearm at a range of depths before and after hydration. There is an 

apparent improvement in water content at skin surface, from ~28% 

to ~46%. Hydrated water content level is higher than normal skin 

until ~17µm which is approximately the lower boundary of SC. It 

reaches the saturation region at ~70% in SG layer for both hydrated 

and non-hydrated skin. More interestingly, it has been noticed that 

SC thickness increased by ~2.5µm after hydration by looking at 

water content gradient. Similar observation was also reported by 

Mariko et al and explained as the corneocyte thickness increase at 

higher hydration level24. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, a portable confocal Raman spectroscopy system 

with a handheld probe has been developed. To the best of our 

knowledge, it is the first-of-its-kind fiber-based dual-wavelength 

excitation CRS system that realizes ultra-wideband scanning and 

fast depth profiling by adopting a novel dual-passband laser clean-

ing filter and a fiber array multiplexer for clinical skin studies. Its 

optical performance with different combinations of objectives and 

collection fibers has been characterized and discussed. Preliminary 

in vivo experiment on healthy volunteer’s volar forearm was carried 

out by tape stripping and hydration, to demonstrat the depth profil-

ing and analysis capability of our system. Thickness, NMF and wa-

ter content of stratum corneum were quantified in a range of depths. 

This system has several advantages over conventional ones. Firstly, 

it can acquire both FP and HW Raman signals quasi-simultane-

ously in a fast way to eliminate depth mismatch and mitigate pa-

tient’s discomfort. Total scanning time is about 2 minutes for 10 

depths which saves ~50% of the time compared to commercial Ra-

man spectroscopy system. The obtained ultra-wideband Raman 

spectra provide rich molecular information of skin, including both 

biochemical signatures and quantitative water content. Quasi-sim-

ultaneous measurement facilitates more accurate in vivo tissue 

depth profiling, which is critical for understanding skin barrier 

function. Secondly, the system is equipped with a fiber-based flex-

ible handheld probe, which makes it accessible to various skin sites 

including face, abdomen, forearm and leg. Last but not least, this 

system realizes the above-mentioned functions without using any 

special CCD or grating, which reduces the cost and complexity. It 

also avoids manual tuning of internal optics to switch between two 

wavenumber regions by using an automated fiber array multi-

plexer. Thanks to the merits mentioned above, the system has great 

potential in wide range of clinical and cosmeceutical applications, 

including diagnosis and treatment monitoring of inflammatory skin 

conditions, trans-epidermal drug delivery, skin aging studies and 

even non-invasive glucose monitoring29, in the future. 
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